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ABSTRACT

The goal of the relativistic theory of extended objects is to predict and correlate the exper-
imentally observed mass spectra, form factors, inelastic transitions, polarizabilities, structure func-
tions of particles for different probes (photons, neutrinos, electrons), and eventually, the break—up,
pair production of the system, and scattering of extended objects among themselves. The internal
structure may be classified by the nature and number of the internal variables: discrete (fundamen-
tal particles), finite number of continuous variables (bound systems), infinite number of continuous
variables (p-membranes or localized fields). The algebraic group theoretical S-matrix approach
allows us to formulate all the above properties in a unified manner. Different structures are then
characterized by different specific parameters.
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1. Extended Objects
1,1 Extended Relative to What?

Extended particles may best be defined relative to a free Dirac particle, the elec-
tron or neutrino, the only candidates for absolutely stable, elementa-y, "pointlike" par-
ticles. The property "pointlike" is used because of the local coupling of the electron's
field to the electromagnetic field, even though electron's wave function is not pointlike
and even though the spin of the electron ascribes to the particle a certain structure (e.g.
Zitterbewegung).

If a particle is probed by external fields or by other particles, the effect may be
described by various form factors. For example, the result of probing a spin 1/2-particle
with an electromagnetic field can be described by the matrix elements of the electromag-
netic current J^ which under parity conservation is given by

(1)

where / i and fi are the so-called Dirac and Pauli form factors, functions of the momentum
transfer p7 — p = q. Thus for the Dirac electron /] = 1, fa = 0 , and for the neutrino,
f\ = 0, fi = hu, if the neutrino has an intrinsic magnetic moment kv. Any deviation of f\
and fi from these values maybe attributed to an internal extended or composite structure.
Even the radiative or self-energy corrections to the free electron (classical or quantum)
give a certain structure to the electron (a radiative cloud) for then f2 = {a/2it) f(q2)
with/(0) = 0 ( o 2 ) .

1.2 How to Characterize Extended Objects

There are many other observable quantities besides the form factors which may

be used to characterize extended objects. Here is a list:

Elastic form factors
Inelastic transition form factors
Mass spectrum

Quantum numbers of excited states

Polarizabilities
Ionization energies
Pair and particle production
Structure functions
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Decay rates of excited states
Elastic and inelastic scattering amplitudes

And all these properties can be studied for each of the probing agents: photons, neutrinos,

electrons, muons, muon neutrino, etc. Each probe can "see" some different structure inside

the extended object.

1.3 The Inverse Problem

The physics of extended objects is to infer the internal structure of the system
from its response to various external probes as expressed by the above list of observable
quantities, and then to devise theoretical models to calculate these quantities quantita-
tively. In fact, the whole modern physics essentially falls under this inverse problem. The
inference of the structure of atoms by probing them with light and the resulting determina-
tion of excited states and ionization energies (Balmer spectrum and photo effect), or with
electrons (Frank-Hertz experiment), and the electron or neutrino scattering from nuclei
and nucleons, just to give a few examples, illustrate well this sound scientific method in
which both experiment and theory play important parallel roles. However, one must re-
alize that this inverse problem does not generally have unique solutions like most other
inverse problems. In particular, one probe or one or few properties are not sufficient. For
example, there are many models giving rise to the same mass spectrum, as we shall see.
We must have as many probes as we can produce at different energies and polarizations
and measure as many responses as possible in order to infer a unique wave function of the
composite system. Moreover, the inferred fundamental constituents of the extended ob-
jects, if there are any, and the fundamental probes (7, e, v) should have universal unique
couplings which we call fundamental interactions. These fundamental interactions are
also tested in the process.

/ A Of What are the Extended Objects Made?

A large variety of composite systems are known as possible.

• Bound states of known or hypothetical point particles
• Cluster of particles
• Bose condensation

• Localized field configurations
• Singular field configurations
• Coherent states

-tin \.m<m-

• Localized states in an environment
(Cooper pairs, polarons)

• Quantized extended classical objects
-string

- membrane, shell

- top, jelly, ball, liquid drop
• Quantized excitations of nonlinear fields
• Solitons

We note that particles may have extended structures, but not necessarily constituents. Also
there is an ambiguity and nonuniqueness in these models. A nucleus can be described as
a bound state as well as a liquid drop, for example, or as quantized oscillations of a field.

2. Structure Functions and Characterization of Weak and Strong Binding

As a case study we consider the structure functions of composite systems ex-
tracted from scattering with electron probes to see what information is inferred from them.
They include the form factors as a special case.

The differential cross section for inelastic electron scattering can be parame-
trized as follows

dndE1 4.E2 sin4
2 <?

t cos z - - (2)

Here v = E? ~ E is the energy transfer and q2 the momentum transfer squared, both
invariant quantities. This form is chosen, because for eleastic scattering (v = -q2 /2 M)

= (3)

and Gu and G E are the elastic form factors related to / i and f% in Eq.(l): GE = fi -

J^JT fi, Gu = f\ + h. and Af is the mass of the composite system.
The structure functions can be evaluated in terms of theoretical models: In a

"parton model" by the sum of elastic form factors like (3) of pointlike constituents which
carry a certain distribution of the total momentum, namely



= F2(0 = Y, jJdxMx) xS[x + (4)

where x = Pi/p = fraction of total momentum carried by the parton. One extracts thus
from the observation of the structure functions the distribution functions fc( x) for various
constituents in different states (e.g. spin up and spin down). The distribution functions
are ersatz for the complete wave function of the system.

This is not the only way to interprcte the structure functions. Any theory which
determines the wave function of the system also determines the structure functions, for
example, a two- or 3-body wave equation, or relativistically, an infinite component wave
equation. This last general framework will be discussed in the next section in detail. Here
we indicate how the form factors and structure functions immediately distinguish different
kinds of composite systems. Fig.l shows the elastic electric form factors of various sys-
tems as a function of q2. The "bigger" the system, the faster is the fall of the form factor.
The figure also shows the sign of the charge and the fact that neutral systems (e.g. neu-
tron) may have nontrivial charge distributions. In Fig.2 we show the structure functions
F% = vWi for various systems. In this picture an elementary particle has a 6-function
structure function at x = 1, a loosely bound system (e.g. H atom), a highly concentrated
structure function near x RJ 0, the infinite component Majorana particle is more tightly
bound than the proton, and so on.
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3. A Universal Covariant Description of Composite Objects

A very general framework to describe the properties of composite objects listed

in 1.2, is that of dynamical groups and the corresponding infinite-component wave equa-

tions. This is simply a general equation of the Dirac form

(5)



which is a one-time equation, where PM is the total momentum of the composite system,
conjugate to the coordinates X^ (of the center of mass), and £ are the (space—like) internal
coordinates, or internal indices in the case of discrete variables. The operators J*1 and
M are finite or infinite dimensional matrices or differential operators on the £-space. A
number of known systems and many new ones can be described by such an equation:

• Dirac particle
• Other finite-dimensional particles (i.e. finite number of spins and masses:

Kemmer, Bhabba, Gellfand-Yaglom . . . equations)
• Infinite component Majorana particles
• Relativistic H-atom, Dyonium
• Relativistic tops and rotators
• Fermionic "Atom"
• Many-body systems in QED
• Nucleon models

The relation of Eq.(5) to dynamical groups is the following. In a specific frame,
for instance, in the rest frame of the system P^ = (M, 0 ,0 ,0) , the operators J^, M are
formed from the Lie algebra of a dynamical group Q whose representation space is the
set of restframe states *F (M, £). The wave equation (5) then "boosts" the system to an
arbitrary state P^.

In particular, the same dynamical group Q = SO{4,2) (or its subgroups), rep-
resents a number of systems listed above in different representations: Dirac particle, rel-
ativistic atom or dyonium, fermionic "atom",. . .

For a choice of Q and its representation Eq.(5) allows us in principle to cal-
culate all the properties listed in Section 1.2, when the current J^ is specified, because
then we can evaluate the matrix elements < P'|/*J1IP >• ̂  m a s s spectrum, discrete-
discrete, discrete-continuum, continuum-continuum transitions, etc. As an example, Ta-
ble I, shows the ground state scalar and vector form factors for different choices of Q and
its representation. In particular, the dipole form factors of proton and neutron were pre-
dicted in this way in 1967. The special position of the confortnal group 5 0 ( 4 , 2 ) is clear
from the Table, also the special position of its p = 1 /2 fermionic representation: The
scalar form factor for abitrary p is

Git)

where a = cosh | + t sinh £, a = cosh 2 9/4 m2 and 9 is a parameter in the theory.

Table 1. Ground state form factors (F.F.)

Group

SO(3,2)

SO(3,2)

50(3,2)

SO(4,2)

SO(4,2)

S0(N,2)

S0(N,2)

Representation

Majorana lowest
spin jo = 0

lowest spin

h'h
singleton _jo = j -

most degenerate

most degenerate

most degenerate
;o = 0

most degenerate

Scalar F.F.

(l-t/4m2)-'

(.-»-

o-V4-. ,-K.-- ,-

(l-./4»',-Kl-«)«»

Electromagnetic F.F.

GJ5 = (1 - t / 4 m 3 ) 4

C?B = G«//i =

GB = GM/H =
(l-t/4m2H

GB = (l-at)-1

G ^ — C?j^ — ( 1 — at) ~

„..<•--,-«.

For nucleons, the excited state spectrum is still consistent with an 0 ( 4 , 2 ) -
fermionic representation (Fig.3), and with a mass spectrum (Fig.4) derived from Eq.(5).
Two of the open questions are still the parity doubling of the excited states of the nucleon,
except the ground state, and whether or not, the mass spectrum will reach a saturation
(Fig.4). Of course, the higher spin states gets broader and broader and are difficult to
identify.

I list here the reviews and other details of the application of Eq,(5) to determine
the structure functions, scattering amplitudes of hadrons. In particular, for the hadron
scattering amplitudes the important properties of Regge behaviour, analyticity, duality,
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Veneziano and Mandelstam representations, crossing, daughter trajectories can be derived
from infinite-component wave equations.
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4. Coviariant Many-Body Systems of Spinning Particles in Quantum
Electrodynamics

Although the infinite-component wave equation (5) involves a number of
choices, like Q and its representations, and a number of parameters, it can be derived from
a dynamical theory in the case of the N-body problem in quantum electrodynamics. In
fact, even the JV-body problem in classical electrodynamics with spinning particles can
be put into the same form.

One starts from a number of Dirac fields fa (x) , i>% (x ) , . . . interacting via the
electromagnetic field A^x) by the usual action

= J - - e*

(6)

It is then possible to eliminate Ap (x) by using the equation of motion in the Lorentz gauge

and by inserting the solution of (7) into (6). The result is

A = I dx

-jeketldy (8)

where D(x — y) is the Green's function of D with appropriate boundary conditions. Next

we introduce composite fields

,. . .) = 1>\{X\) (9)

11

us::

and re-express A in (8) in terms of these fields. This is indeed possible. Then a variational
principle with respect to <I> (which is a weaker condition than the variation of ,A with
respect to individual fields $( x)) gives us a covariant N-body equation

A* 0 (10)

where P^ is the total momentum, p£ the relative momenta (and only the transfer (space-
like) parts of them perpendicular to a time-like vector if enter) and ry± are the relativistic
relative distances, T ", A^, <?>', contain products of spin matrices for which we refer to the
literature. The special case N = 2 has been studied extensively and applied to positron-
ium and hydrogen atom. Thus infinite-component wave equations have not only a group
theoretical basis, but also a dynamical basis.

Reference for Chapter 4

A.O. Barut, "The Covariant Many-Body problem in QED", J, Math. Phys. 32, 1091
(1991) and "Dynamical Symmetries of Relativistic Two and Many-Body Systems",
in Symmetry andScience, ed. B. Gruber, (Plenun Press, 1991) p.l.

S. Quantized Oscillations of Fields

We show in this section that quantized oscillations of nonlinear field equations
can describe composite systems equally well as the bound state equations.

Consider the field equations

0 4>(* - 2<t> F(<i> ) , t = 1 ,2 , . . . JV .

We look for special solutions of these equations depending on the single variable r =

only. For these the equations reduce to

(11)

(12)

where dots are with respect to r. Instead of quantizing the fields <j>\ we quantize these
special solutions, for which #Cl) = g*(r) are the dynamical variable. This is just an
ordinary quantum mechanics for .TV degrees of freedom q'( r) and leads to the SchrOdinger
equation

^ (13)
dt 2m
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where G' = F. Thus a Schrodinger Coulomb-problem, G(q) = a/q corresponds to the
nonlinear field equation (11) with F( <t>2 ) = —a/tji1.
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6. Spinning Particles, Spinning Membranes and 1bps with Charge

Having understood the structure of molecules, atoms, and to a certain degree,
of nuclei fairly well, one of the overriding issues of physics is to understand the structure
of nucleons. The quark model is one theory. But since these constituents are not observ-
able, the proton appears to be a panicle with form factors and excited states but with no
visible constituents. Furthermore, since baryon number is conserved we can produce new
particles but never dissociate the proton. Consequently, it is still appropriate to consider
continuum models of the proton which have excitation spectra and form factors but no
pointlike constituents.

A general method is to start from classical models of continuous objects and
then to quantize the resulting equations. We shall proceed in this way for spinning parti-
cles, membranes, shells, etc. in a unified manner.

Let x'H £A) be the coordinates of the p-membrane, whose points are labelled by
£A, A = 1 . . .p, embedded in a space-time, and z = z(£A) the corresponding spin vari-
ables. For a spinning particle (1-membrane) £A = T. For a spinning string £* = (T, a),
etc. The action density for a free membrane is taken to be proportional to the surface area
of the membrane in space—time. For a charged membrane interacting with the electromag-
netic field An the action in phase space we take is

(14)

13

where

d = 1^ TAB = dimension of the surface = p + 1

The classical spinors z(£A) have two kinds of spinor indices, one index for
the background space acting on matrices TM, the other for the worldsheet space acting on
matrices T*; T^ and FA are spin connections in both spaces, DA a covariant derivative.
Further, %ts is the metric tensor on the worldsheet, |7 j its determinant The charge on the
membrane is given by a time—like vector eA, divergenceless. Hence by Gauss' theorem
/ <H,A eA = 0, where d ZA is the boundary element of a worldsheet domain. Writing
dLA = nAdL,nA = normal to d ZA, and assuming there is no flow of charge through
time-like boundaries of the worldsheet, we have fdLnAeA = const = Q = total charge
of the membrane.

It is instructive to see the form of the action for a spinning particle first. The
action (14) reduces to

= fdr{px -iiXzi- (p- (15)

This spinning particle has been studied extensively. The constant mass term K need not
be introduced in .A, it can be obtained as the value of an integral of motion. The dynam-
ical variables are (x?, p,,, z, z); it is a symplectic system. One can also pass to the more
physical variables (x,,,pp,u,, = x^s^), where the spin tensor is s^ = j S[%,TM]«.
The integral of motion n = (pp - eA^)z1"z has the value m, the mass.

The solution of the free particle equation is the helical motion (Zitterbewegung)

a,(0) .
u = — p + (ua(Q) - ^ ) cos 2mr + — sin 2mr .

* m \ m/ m
(16)

This is the natural motion of the particle; it does not radiate. The angular momentum of
the helical motion is the origin of the spin.

The theory can be quantized via canonical, path integral and SchrOdinger meth-
ods. For example, in the latter case we introduce a function on the configuration space
V>( i , z) on which the conjugate variables act as differentiation: pp —* i -jjL, z —* $?.
Then we impose

dr
(17)
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were H = (p^ — e A^z If z. Expanding now

on both sides of (17)

..0

• • •)

we have <£(a) = 0 , and

(id* - e A»)V il/a{x) = m (18)

the Dirac equation, plus a whole set of Kemmer-type equations called "the excited states
of Zitterbewegung". This formalism can now be generalized to arbitrary p-membrane
in such a way that the whole extended system moves like a single object with a total
momentum P^ but having internal degrees of freedom on a space-like surface, in fact like
the many-body equation discus ;ed in Section 4.

We go back now to the action (14). By projecting all vectors and tensors on
the worldsheet into components parallel to rfi and perpendicular to rr4 we can bring the
action into a form which looks like a single particle action, i.e. a center of mass part and
a relative space-part:

= fdr £L j P ( 4 ** + it a Dz - (19)

Here

= T1a = T

dA x* = nA±" + dA X" , i " = dx*

JAB is the induced metric on the hypersurface S

JAB = 9A & §s %?

and / its determinant = detz / A S . Finally

DA = nAD+DB.
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This form of the action is very convenient for interpretation and quantization. Infact,

Hamiltonian is now

(20)

which is a straightforward extension of the free particle Hamiltonian.
In this version membrane theory and infinite component wave equations become

parallel: A system moving like a point particle as a whole but with lots of internal degrees
of freedom.

An interesting physical example is the charged shell model of Lees and Dirac
which has excited states and may be applicable to electron or proton. It is also possible
to think that the shell is made entirely of the magnetic field flowing on the surface of the
sphere from north pole to south pole. In this way we combine the idea of singular field
configurations with membranes. Otherwise the question would remain, of what is the
surface tension of the membrane is made.
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